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FIBRAIN PREMIUM telescopic patch panel

OVERVIEW:
Fibrain telescopic fiber optic patch panel are specifically designed and tailored to meet our customers’ needs. Main distribution
areas where these panels can be applied are patching shelves and splicing shelves. Removable front panels facilitate installation
of all standards of adapters, including hybrid combinations. Patch panels are made of grey RAL7035 powder-coated metal steel
and are available in 1U and 2U options. Panels on telescopic rails provide a full opening to mount cables easily. Cable entries are
adjusted to mount PG12- PG16 cable glands and cables terminated with FIBRAIN multi-patchcords .The interior design with
handles facilitate proper management of fibers. Therefore, adjustable side handles provide the possibility to move the panel inside
the cabinets. Our product portfolio offer includes a large variety of front plates, thus almost each standard of adapters can be
easily mounted.

APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Fiber optics interchange points;
Distribution networks;
Serwer room;

1U and 2U;
Full opening on telescopic rails;
Cable entries in a back part of a panel;
Internal perforation to manage tubes or fibers;
Faceplates for mounting adapters without screws;
Optional front shelf to facilitate the management of patchcords;
Adjustable side handles;
Front plates can be optionally locked with a key;
High capacity;

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:
Technical data
Height
Width
Depth
Max. cassette capacity
Casing material

FB1201
FB1202
1U (44mm)
2U (88mm)
19” (482,6mm)
19” (482,6mm)
270mm
270mm
3
6
Powder painted metal sheet
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Cable entries

Full drawer

Additional organizer + adjustable side handles

Full patch panel

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT:
Screws with a part to a rack profile
Fiber optic cassettes 12 splices with hinges
Fiber optic cassette 24 splices with hinges
Patchcord organizer
Fiber optic adapters
Cable gland

1U

2U

KSM-M6-KPL
FB7401.PP
FB7402.PP
FB2030G.V2
see DSH
DŁxx
Front plates
12x ST,FC
12x ST,FC with a lock
12x SC,LC,E2000 simplex
12x SC,LC,E2000 simplex with a lock
12x SC duplex
12x SC duplex with a lock
24x ST,FC
24x ST,FC with a lock
24x SC,LC,E2000 simplex
24x SC,LC,E2000 simplex with a lock
24x SC duplex
24x SC duplex with a lock
48x ST,FC
48x ST,FC with a lock
48x SC,LC,E2000 simplex
48x SC,LC,E2000 simplex with a lock
48x SC duplex
48x SC duplex with a lock
72x SC,LC,E2000 simplex
72x ST,FC

FB2030
FB2030K
FB2031
FB2031K
FB2032
FB2032K
FB2033
FB2033K
FB2034
FB2034K
FB2035
FB2035K
FB2043
FB2043K
FB2044
FB2044K
FB2045
FB2045K
FB2046
FB2047

ORDERING INFORMATION:
FB1201
FB1202

1 U Fibrain telescopic fiber optic patch panrl, no front plate, with no extra components;
2 U Fibrain telescopic fiber optic patch panel, no front plate, with no extra components;

Important notice
Buyer and/or user of this product has to make sure before using this product that it is suitable for the intended use. All questions of liability relating to this product are subject – in accordance with the
prevailing – to the Term of Sale of the selling Fibrain subsidiary.
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